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25:10  Then spoke YHWH  to Moses, saying,

11 “Pinchas son of Eleazar, [son of Aaron] the priest,

[turned back] my wrath from upon [the children of Israel], in his passion for my zeal , in their midst.

So I did not consume B’nei Yisroel in my passion.

12 Therefore say this, ‘Behold, I [bestow upon him] my covenant of shalom’.

13 It shall be for Pinchas and for his seed [after him] a covenant of priesthood [for all time],

[because of the fact] [that he was] zealous for his God, [and made atonement] for the children of Israel.”

14 [As for the name of] the man of Israel—[the one who was slain]––the one who was killed [with the Midianite woman], 

was Zimri, son of Salu, chieftain of a paternal line of the Simeonites.

15 The name [of the woman], [the one who was killed] ––the Midianite––was Kazbi, [daughter of Tsur].

[A tribal head] of the peoples [of the father’s house] in Midian: [this is who Tsur was].

16 Then spoke God  to Moses, saying,

17 “Assail the Midianites, and smite ye them,

18  because they harrassed you [by their craftiness] with which they tricked you in the affair of Peor, 

[and because of the affair] of Kazbi, [daughter of the chieftain] of Midian, their sister, 

[who was slain] [at the time of the plague] [on account of Peor].

19 It was now after the plague.    Note: Some texts include this pasuk with v. 26:1

26:1 Then spoke YHWH to Moses [and also] [to Eleazar], son of Aaron the priest , by saying,

2 “[You must take a census]––[you must do a head-count]  [of the whole assembly] [B’nei Yisrael],

from the age [of twenty years] and upwards, by their fathers’ house, all that are fit for battle in Israel.”
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26:3  Then spoke Moses and Eleazar,[who was the cohen] to the Israelites in the plains of Moab, at the Jordan, near Jericho , saying,

4 “[From the age] of twenty years and upward!  

[Just as it was] commanded by YHWH to Moses [and to the children] of Israel, [end aliyah] [all those going out] from the land of Egypt.”

5 Reuben was the first-born of Israel. [The descendents] of Reuben: 

from Enoch––the family of the Enochites, from Palu––the family of the Paluites,

6 From Chetzron––the family of the Chetzronites, and from Karmi––the family of the Karmites.

7 These were the families of the Reubenites. This was their number: three and forty thousand, seven hundred and thirty (43,730).

8 The sons of Palu : Eliav.

9 And the sons of Eliav: Nemuel, Dathan, and Aviram. These were the Dathan and Aviram who were called [by the community]; 

the ones who struggled [against Moses] [and against Aaron] [in the band of Korach], when they fought against God.

10 And opened the earth [its mouth], and swallowed [all of them], [along with Korach], and thus died that band. 

[There were] [consumed by the fire][ these being all] of fifty [and two hundred] men. They became a sign.

11 [But the sons of Korach] did not die.

12 [These are the sons] [of Simeon] [by their families]: from Nemuel––the family of the Nemuelites, from Yamin––the family of the Yaminites, 

from Yakhin––the family of the Yakhinites,

13 from Zerach––the family of the Zarchites,[and from Saul]––the family of the Sha’ulites.

14 These [were all the families] of the Simeonites, [numbering two] [and twenty] thousand [and two hundred] (22,200).

15 [Now these] [were the sons of Gad] [by their families]: For Tzefon, the family of the Tzefonites. For Chaggi, the family of the Chaggites. 

For Shuni, the family of the Shunites.

16 For Azni, the family of the Aznites. For Eri, the family of the Erites.

17 For Arod, the family of the Arodites. For Areli, the family of the Arelites.

18 [These, then, were] the families of the sons of Gad ,by their reckonings: forty thousand  and five hundred (40,500).

19 The sons of Judah : Er and Onan. [But they died]—[the firsborn son Er], and Onan—in the land of Canaan.
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26:20 Now these [were the sons of Judah] [by their families]: For Shelah, the family of the Shelanites. For Peretz the family of the Pertzites. 

For Zerach, the family of the Zarchites.

21 And [the sons of Peretz]: For Chetzron, the family of the Chetzronites. For Chamul, the family of the Chamulites.

22 [And so these] were the families of Judah by their reckonings: [a total of six] [and seventy] thousand, five hundred (76,500).

23 The sons of Issachar by their families: For Tula, the family of the Tulaites. For Puva, the family of the Puvites.

24 For Yashuv, the family of the Yashuvites. For Shimron, the family of the Shimronites.

25[And so these] were the families of Issachar , by their reckonings: [a total of four] [and sixty] thousand, three hundred (64,300).

26 And [the sons of Zebulun] [by their families]: For Sered, the family of the Sardites. For Elon, the family of the Elonites. 

[And for Yachliel], the family of the Yachielites.

27 [These then were] the families of Zebulun by their reckonings: sixty thousand [five hundred] (60,500).

28 The sons of Joseph by their families: Manasseh and Ephraim.

29 [Now the sons] of Manasseh: For Makhir, the family of the Makhirites. And Makhir was father of Gilead. 

For Gilead, the family of the Gileadites.

30 These were the sons of Gilead: Iyezer, the family of the Iyezerites. [Next was Chelek], the family of the Chelekites.

31[And there was Asriel], the family of the Asrielites. And Shekhem, the family of the Shikhmites.

32 And Shemida, the family of the Shemidaites. Also Chefer, the family of the Chefrites.

33 As for Tzelafchad, [the son of Chefer]: [there were not] [born to him] sons, but only daughters. 

The names of the daughters of Tzelafchad were Machlah and No’ah, Chaglah and Milkhah , and Tirtzah.

34 Now these were the families of Manasseh by their reckonings: [a total of two] [and fifty] thousand, seven hundred (52,700).

35 And these [were the sons of Ephraim] [by their families]: For Shuthelach, the family of the Shuthalchites. 

For Bekher, the family of the Bakhrites. For Tachen, the family of the Tachanites.

36 And these were the sons of Shuthelach: For Eran, the family of the Eranites.
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26:37 And these were the families [of the sons of Ephraim] [by their reckonings]: 

[a total of two] [and thirty] thousand, and five hundred (32,500). All these were the sons of Joseph , by their families.

38 The sons [of Benjamin] [by their families]: For Bela, the family of the Bal’ites. For Ashbel, the family of the Ashbelites. 

For Achiram, the family of the Achiramites.

39 For Shefufam, the family of the Shefufamites. For Chefan, the family of the Chufamites.

40 These were the sons of Bela : Ard and Naaman. [Whence the family] of the Ardites. For Naaman, the family of the Naamites.

41 These were the sons of Benjamin , by their families, and their reckonings: [a total of five] [and forty] thousand, six hundred (45,600).

42 These [were the sons of Dan] by their families: For Shucham, the family of the Shuchamintes. 

[This was the only] family of Dan , by its families.

43 And the families of the Shuchamites , by their reckonings, [was a total of four] [and sixty] thousand, four hundred (64,400).

44 And now, [the sons of Asher], [by their families]: For Yimnah, the family of the Yimnites. For Yishvi, the family of the Yishvites. 

For Beriah, the family of the Beri’ites.

45 For the sons of Beriah: For Chever, the family of the Chevrites. [And for Malkiel], the family of the Malkielites.

46 The name of the daughter of Asher was Serach.

47 [These were] the families of the sons of Asher by their reckonings: [a total of three] [and fifty] thousand, four hundred (53,400).

48 The sons of Naphtali by their families: [First, for Yachtziel], the family of the Yachtzielites. For Guni, the family of the Gunites.

49 For Yetzer, the family of the Yitzrites. And for Shilem, the family of the Shilemites.

50 [And so these] were the families of Naphtali by their families. 

Their [numbers were]: [a total of five] [and forty] thousand four hundred (45,400).

51 [These, in sum], were the reckonings of B’nei Yisrael: six hundred thousand ,[plus one thousand,] 

[end aliyah] seven hundred and thirty (601,730).
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26:52 Then spoke YHWH  to Moses, saying:

53 [Among all of these] [shall be] [divided the land] as an inheritance, by the number of names.

54 [For those large in number], [you shall make large] their estate, [and for the smaller ones] [you shall make small] their estate. 

[To each one] according to their reckonings, you shall assign his estate.

55 [But it shall be by lot] that will be apportioned the land. By the names of the tribes of their fathers ,[they shall inherit].

56 It will be [by means of the lot] that will be apportioned their estate, between the many and the few.

57 Now these [are the reckonings] [of the Levites] [by their families]: For Gershon, the family of the Gershonites. 

For Kehoth, the family of the Kehothites. For Merari, the family of the Merarites.

58 [Here is the account]  of the families of Levi: the family of the Libnites, the family of the Chevronites, the family of the Machlites, 

the family of the Mushites, and the family of the Korchites. Now Kehoth was the father of Amran.

59 [Now this was the name]  of the wife of Amram: Yokheved daughter of Levi, who [had been] [born in fact] to Levi in Egypt. 

[And she bore] [to Amran] Aaron and Moses; also Miriam their sister.

60 And born to Aaron were Nadav and Avihu; also Eleazar and Ithamar.

61 The first two had died—[Nadav and Avihu], when they brought fire that was alien  before YHWH.

62 Now these [were their reckonings]: three and twenty thousand (23,000)—[every male],[from age one month] and up. 

[For they are the ones]  who [had not been reckoned] among the children of Israel. 

[They indeed are the ones] [who were not] given an inheritance amidst B’nei Yisrael.

63 [Now these] are the reckonings of Moses and Eleazar the priest—

when they took an account of B’nei Yisrael in the plains of Moab by the Jordan, near Jericho.

64 [Among them] [there was not] a man from the reckonings of Moses and Aaron the priest, 

[at the time] [that they had numbered] the children of Israel  in the desert of Sinai.

65 [Since it had been said] by YHWH [to them], ‘They shall surely die in the desert’,

[and there was not left] [of them] [a single man], [except for] Caleb son of Yefuneh] and Joshua [son of Nun].
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27:1 [Then there came forward] the daughters of Tzelafchad [son of Chefer] [son of Gilead] [son of Makhir] [son of Manassah], 

of the family of Manasseh son of Joseph. And these were the names of the daughters: Machlah and No’ah, Chaglah, Milkah , and Tirtzah.

2 [They now stood] before Moses and before Eleazar the cohen and before the chieftains [of all the assembly], 

at the entrance of the Tent of Meeting , and said,

3 “[Know that our father] died [in the desert]. He was not numbered among the company [that banded together] against YHWH 

[with the party of Korach], [for in his own sin], he died. [And as for sons], there were none born to him.

4 [Why should it be] that withdrawn [is the name of our father] from the midst of his family, [just because] there were not born to him sons? 

So give us a holding among the brothers of our father.”

5[So he brought their claim forward]—[Moses brought] [end aliyah] their case before YHWH.

6 Then spoke YHWH  to Moses, saying,

7 “[Rightly indeed] do the daughters of Tzelafchad speak. 

So give—[give unto] them a holding as an inheritance among the brothers of their father. 

[Thus you shall pass on] the inheritance of their father to them.

8 To the children of Israel ,[you must speak], saying this: 

‘A man [who should die], and sons he has none, you shall pass on his estate to his daughter.

9 If he has no daughters, you shall give his estate to his brothers.

10 If he has no brothers, you shall give his estate  to the brothers of his father.

11 But [if there are no brothers] [to his father],[then you shall give his estate] [to that one of his kin] that [is nearest to him],[from his family], 

to take possession thereof. And this shall be for the children of Israel a law for the ages, [just as it was] commanded by YHWH to Moses.’ ”

12 Then said YHWH to Moses, “[You must go up] to Mount Avarim  [that lies before you], 

[where you can see] the land that I have given  to the children of Israel.

13 When [you have seen it], you will be gathered to your people , [even you], just as was gathered  your brother Aaron.

14[This is because]  you rebelled against My word [in the Desert of Tzin], in the dispute of the community, to sanctify Me through water 

[before their eyes].” [These in fact] were the waters of Meribah (“Waters of Dispute”) at Kadesh ,[in the Desert of Tzin].
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27:15 Then spoke Moses  to YHWH, saying,

16 “[Let there be appointed] by YHWH—God of the spirits of all flesh—a man [over the community],

17 [who shall go out] [before them], [and who will] come in [before them]; who will lead them out , and who [will bring them back],

[so they will not] be—the assembly of Israel—[like a flock] such that there is not for them a shepherd.”

18 And replied YHWH to Moses, “[Summon unto you] Joshua son of Nun—a man who has spirit (ruach) [within him], 

and lay your hands [upon him].

19 [And you shall] [station him] before Eleazar the cohen, and before [the whole community], and you shall charge him [before your eyes].

20 Place some of your grandeur (hod: splendor, majesty) [upon him], [so that] [they will obey him]—[the whole assembly] B’nei Yisrael.

21 And before Eleazar the priest [he will stand],[who shall seek] [on his behalf] the ruling of the Urim (oracle) before YHWH. 

By his word they will go out [and by his word] [they will come in], both he himself] and all B’nei Yisrael with him ,[and the whole community].”

22 [It was done] by Moses [just as it was] commanded by YHWH to him. 

He summoned Joshua [and stationed him] before Eleazar the cohen, and before [the whole community].

23 [He proceeded to lay] [both of his hands] [upon him], [and charged him]; [just as it was] [end aliyah] spoken by YHWH [by the hand of Moses].

The Daily Sacrifice

28:1 Then spoke YHWH  to Moses, saying,

2 Command the children of Israel, and say this to them, “ My offering of food—[My offering by fire], 

[of a fragrance] that is pleasing, [this you shall keep], to offer up to Me [at its appointed time].

3 And say [this to them], ‘This [is the fire offering] that you will offer to YHWH: 

lambs [in their first year]*[that are wholly sound]**—two per day , as a burnt offering continually.              

4 A lamb—one lamb , prepare in the morning, and then a lamb—[the second one], prepare “between the evenings” (i.e. at twilight).

5 [In addition, one tenth] [of an ephah] (about 2 qts.) [of fine flour] as a minchah (grain offering), 

[which must be mixed] with oil that is beaten , one quarter hin (about 1 qt.):

6 [the burnt offering], continual, [like the one that was done] on Mount Sinai, as a pleasing fragrance, a fire-offering to YHWH.

7 Its libation, [one quarter] hin for a lamb—[the first lamb], [in the holy place], [which is to be poured out] in libation of strong drink to YHWH.
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28:8 As for the lamb—[the second one]: [you must prepare it] “between the evenings” (i.e. at twilight), 

like the minchah [of the morning] and its libation [you must prepare it]. [An offering by fire], of pleasing fragrance to YHWH.

The additional Sabbath Offering

9 On the day of the Sabbath, two lambs in their first year ,[wholly sound],

and two [tenths of an ephah] [of fine wheat flour] [as a minchah], to be mixed with oil , and its libation.

10 The olah (burnt offering) of Shabbat —[offered on its sabbath], besides the olah that is continual , and its libation.

The New Moon Offering

28:11 At the heads of your months (i.e. at your new moons), you will offer up an olah (burnt offering) to YHWH: 

bulls [from the herd]—[two of them], and a ram—just one, [as well as some lambs] [in their first year]: [seven of them],[wholly sound],

12 and three [tenths of an ephah] [of fine flour] as a minchah (grain offering) to be [mixed with oil] 

for the bulls—[for each one], and also two [tenths of an ephah] [of fine flour] as a minchah mixed with oil for the rams—for each one.

13 [And one-tenth]—[a tenth of an ephah] [of fine flour] as a minchah to be [mixed with oil] for the lambs—[for each one]. 

[It is an olah] of a pleasing fragrance: a fire-offering to YHWH

14.[And their libations]: one-half [of a hin] there will be for a bull, [and one-third] [of a hin] [for every ram], [and a quarter] [of a hin] 

for a lamb—[these being wine]. [This indeed] is the olah offered monthly, [on the New Moon], [for each month] of the year.

15 And a goat—a he-goat [will be offered], as a chattat (sin offering) to YHWH, 

[as well the the olah] [that is offered each day], [end aliyah] [it shall be presented], with its libations.

The Passover Offering

16 [In the month of Nissan]—[which is the first month] [on the four and tenth] [i.e., the fourteenth] day of the month, is a Passover to YHWH.

17 [And on the five] and tenth—[the fifteenth day] of this month is a festival. For [seven days] matzahs (unleavened bread) shall be eaten.

18 On day the first , [a sacred assembly]. All laborious work is forbidden.

19 [You shall bring] [a fire offering]as an olah (burnt offering) to YHWH, [consisting of bulls] [from the herd]—[two of them], 

and a ram—you’ll bring one. [And as well seven] lambs [in their first year], unblemished, they must be for you.
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28:20 [And for a minchah gift] (grain offering), fine flour to be [mixed with oil],

three-tenths of an ephah [for each bull], [in addition to two] [tenths of an ephah] for each ram,—[these you must present].

21 [And one-tenth]—[a tenth of an ephah] [you shall prepare] for the lambs—[for each one] ,[for all of the seven] lambs.

22 A goat for a chattat (sin-offering) —just one, [to make atonement] for you.

23 [These in addition] to the olah of the morning that belongs to the olah done daily: you shall offer these.

24 [And like these] [you must do] each day for seven days [an offering of food]—of fire—of pleasing fragrance to YHWH, 

[as well as the olah] [offered each day], [you will present it], with its libation.

25 And on day the seventh,[a sacred assembly] there will be for you. All laborious work is forbidden.

The Shavuoth Offering

26 [On the day] [of the First Fruits], when you offer up a minchah [of new grain] to YHWH, in your Feast of Weeks, 

[a sacred assembly] there will be for you. All laborious work is forbidden.

27 You will present a burnt-offering, [one of pleasing] fragrance to YHWH [consisting of bulls] [from the herd]—[two of them], 

and a ram—just one, plus seven lambs  in their first year.

28[And for a minchah], fine flour that is [mixed with oil], three-tenths of an ephah for the bulls—[for each one], 

and two [tenths of an ephah] for the ram—[the one ram].

29 [And one tenth] [of an ephah] for the lambs—for each one, for all of the seven lambs.

30 Plus a goat, a he-goat —just one, [to offer atonement]for you.

31 [These are all besides] the olah [that is offered each day], and its minchah:[these you must offer]. 

Wholly sound they must be for you ;[and their libation].

The New Year Offering

29:1 And in month the seventh, [on the first] [day of the month], [a sacred assembly] there is to be [for you].

Any laborious work  you are not to do. A day to blow the teru’ah (shofar or horn)  it shall be for you.

2 You are to make an olah (burnt offering) [as a pleasing] fragrance to YHWH: [offering a bull],[from the herd], just one, plus a ram—just one, 

[and also some lambs] [in their first year], numbering seven,[wholly sound],
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29:3 [and their grain-gift], [fine flour] [that is mixed] with oil: three [tenths of a ephah] per bull, two-tenths of an ephah per ram,

4 [one-tenth] of an ephah [for each] [one lamb], for the seven lambs,

5 And a goat—one he-goat , as a chattat (sin offering), to atone for you,

6 [all this besides] the olah for the new moon [and its grain-gift], and the olah offered daily [with its grain-gift] and their libations, 

[according to law], as a pleasing fragrance, a fire-offering to YHWH.

The Yom Kippur Offering

7 [Now, on the tenth day] of month number seven—[this month of Tishrei]—[a sacred assembly] there will be for you. 

[You must afflict] your souls. [All manner of work] is forbidden.

8 [You must offer] an olah (burnt offering) to YHWH of a pleasing fragrance, [comprising a bull] [from the herd]—just one, and a ram—also one,

and lambs [in their first year], [numbering seven], unblemished they will be for you.

9[And for the minchah gift]: [fine flour], to be [mixed with oil], 

three-tenths of an ephah per bull, and two-tenths of an ephah for the ram—[the one ram],

10 Plus one-tenth—[a tenth of an ephah] for a lamb—for each one, [for all seven] lambs. 

11 And a goat—one he-goat , as a chattat (sin offering),[in addition to] the chattat [offered for atonement] and the olah offered daily, 

[end aliyah] [and its grain gift], with its libation.

The Sukkot Offering: First Day

12 [And on the five] and tenth day—day fifteen [in month number seven], [a sacred assembly] [there will be] for you. 

All laborious work you [must not do]. [You shall observe] [a festival] to YHWH for seven days,

13 and present an olah (burnt offering)—[a fire offering] of pleasing fragrance to YHWH, [consisting of bulls] [from the herd], 

[numbering thirteen], and rams numbering two. [And also some lambs] [in their first year], numbering fourteen , wholly sound they shall be.

14 [And for the minchah gift]: [fine flour] to be [mixed with oil], three-tenths of an ephah for a bull—[for each of the bulls], 

for all of the thirteen bulls, two-tenths of an ephah for a ram—[for each one] of the two rams.

15 And one-tenth—[a tenth of an ephah] for a lamb—[for each of the lambs], for all of the fourteen lambs.

16 Plus one goat—one he-goat , as a chattat. Besides the olah offered daily, with its minchah and its libation.
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Second Day of Sukkot

29:17 And on day [number two of the chag] (festival) [you will offer bulls] [from the herd] numbering twelve , and rams numbering two,

[As well as some lambs] [in their first year], numbering fourteen , wholly sound.

18 [Their grain offerings], [with their libations], [appropriate for the bulls] 

[and for the rams], [and for the lambs], [by their number], [according to rule].

19 Plus one goat—one he-goat , as a chattat. Besides the olah offered daily, with its minchah and its libation.

Third Day of Sukkot

29:20 [And on day] [number three of the chag], bulls numbering eleven , and rams numbering two,

[As well as some lambs] [in their first year], numbering fourteen , wholly sound.

21 [Their grain offerings], [with their libations], [appropriate for the bulls] 

[and for the rams], [and for the lambs], [by their number], [according to rule].

22 Plus one goat—one he-goat , as a chattat. Besides the olah offered daily, with its minchah and its libation.

Fourth Day of Sukkot

23 [On the next day]—[fourth day of the chag], bulls numbering ten , and rams numbering two,

[As well as some lambs] [in their first year], numbering fourteen , wholly sound.

24 [Their grain offerings], [with their libations], [appropriate for the bulls] 

[and for the rams], [and for the lambs], [by their number], [according to rule].

25 Plus one goat—one he-goat , as a chattat. Besides the olah offered daily, with its minchah and its libation.

Fifth Day of Sukkot

26 [Then on the day]—[fifth day of the chag], bulls numbering nine , and rams numbering two,

[As well as some lambs] [in their first year], numbering fourteen , wholly sound.

27 [Their grain offerings], [with their libations], [appropriate for the bulls] 

[and for the rams], [and for the lambs], [by their number], [according to rule].

28 Plus one goat—one he-goat , as a chattat. Besides the olah offered daily, with its minchah and its libation. 
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Sixth Day of Sukkot

29:29 [On the next day]—[sixth day of the chag], bulls numbering eight , and rams numbering two,

[As well as some lambs] [in their first year], numbering fourteen , wholly sound.

30 [Their grain offerings], [with their libations], [appropriate for the bulls] 

[and for the rams], [and for the lambs], [by their number], [according to rule].

31 Plus one goat—one he-goat , as a chattat. Besides the olah offered daily, with its minchah and its libation. 

Seventh Day of Sukkot

32 [Then on the day]—[seventh day of the chag], bulls numbering seven , and rams numbering two,

[As well as some lambs] [in their first year], numbering fourteen , wholly sound.

33 [Their grain offerings],[with their libations], [appropriate for the bulls] 

[and for the rams], [and for the lambs], [by their number], [according to rule]. 

34 Plus one goat—one he-goat , as a chattat. Besides the olah offered daily, with its minchah and its libation. 

The Shemini Atzereth Offering

35 Now on day number eight, [a time of restraint] there shall be for you. All laborious work is forbidden.

36 You shall present an olah—[a fire-offering] of pleasing fragrance to YHWH, one bull and one ram,

[As well as some lambs] [in their first year], numbering seven , wholly sound.

37 Their minchah [and their libations]

for the bull [and for the ram] [and for the lambs], by their number, [according to rule].

38 And a goat for a chattat —just one. Besides the olah [offered daily], with its minchah and its libation.

39[These are the things] that you must do for YHWH [at your set times], aside from your vows [and your contributions]

[for your burnt offerings], [for your grain gifts], for your libations , [and for your peace offerings].

30:1 Then spoke Moses to the children of Israel, [according to all] [end aliyah] that was commanded by YHWH to Moses.
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Len Fellman’s English readings with tropes

The purpose of this project is to translate THE SONG OF THE TORAH into English.

I work by comparing as many as ten English translations of a pasuk and creating a cantillated English sentence that sounds as much as
possible like the Hebrew. They follow the Hebrew as closely as possible, word for word and trope by trope. The English language has an amazing
flexibility, making it possible to make the English word order match that of the Hebrew quite well, allowing for some “poetic licence”, and some
willingness on the part of the listener to be “carried” by the melody more than by the English syntax. The translation needs to sound good when
chanted, but not necessarily when spoken or read.

Unlike most translations, these “transtropilations” are not intended to be a substitute for the Hebrew. On the contrary, they are meant to
provide a “window” into the Hebrew text and its musical expression. My ideal listener knows enough Hebrew and has enough interest to follow the
Hebrew in a bilingual text while the leyner is chanting the English version, to bring the Hebrew text to life, both verbally and musically. For this
purpose I use exactly the same tropes in the English as in the Hebrew (almost always on the corresponding English word).

The texts can be used to do consecutive translation, i.e. leyning a phrase in Hebrew, followed by the corresponding phrase sung in English.
Some of my recordings demonstrate this. I do this frequently when leyning for groups that either know little Hebrew, or that don’t have a chumash in
front of them.

I favor literal translations (e.g. “cut a covenant”) to call attention to Hebrew idioms, and towards simpler (even if less accurate) words (e.g. Ex.
12:7 “beam above the door” rather than “lintel”) to be easier to follow. If my readings provoke a discussion of the Hebrew, I consider that as justification
for using less-than-idiomatic English. I try to find just the right balance between “literalness” and “listenable-ness”. A primary goal is throwing light
on the Hebrew syntax.

 In order to adapt the trope symbols to a left-to-right language like English, I reversed the direction of the trope symbols:

mercha tipcha    munach    tevir mapakh or yetiv    kadma or pashta    geresh   gershayim   telisha katana telisha gedola

(Generally speaking the conjunctive tropes such as mercha, munach, mapakh, kadma, and telisha katana “lean toward” the words they “conjoin” to, while the
disjunctive tropes such as tipcha, geresh, gershayim, and telisha gedola “lean away” from the words that follow, so as to create a sense of separation.)

The trope symbol is normally placed under the accented syllable, unless it is a pre-positive accent (telisha gedola, placed at the beginning of the word
or phrase) or a post-positive one (telisha katana or pashta, placed at the end of the word or phrase).

The Hebrew text frequently puts a makkeph (which is like a hyphen) between words in order to treat them as a single word to be chanted.  I
use a different system for English:  If an entire English phrase is to be chanted to a single trope melody, I place it between grey brackets, as in this
phrase from the Book of Lamentations:

[clings to her skirts]

The leyner is invited to fit this phrase to the Eicha “rivi’i” melody in whatever way seems most natural.
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As a variant of the “grey bracket” device, I indicate the following pairs of tropes by “wrapping them around” the phrase which will have the
combined melody:

mercha/tipcha kadma/geresh (or: azla, etc.)  mercha siluk
Renew our days  She weeps bitterly .  a fire-offering to God

Again, the leyner should decide on the most natural way to fit the phrase to the combined trope melody.

 I put words in gray which I consider essential but which don’t strictly match the Hebrew. I also “pad” some phrases with extra words in gray
to fill out a musical phrase nicely. Different trope systems vary widely in the length of the musical phrase used, so the words in gray may or not be
used depending on the leyner’s cantillation system. In particular, the tropes telisha g’dola (  ), legarmeh, metigah-zakef, and pazer vary widely in the
muscial phrases used for chanting. (And please indulge me in my whimsical treatments of shalshelet.)

“Metigah-zakef”is a special trope combination which can be recognized by a kadma and a zakef katon appearing on the same Hebrew word
(again, a makkeph makes two words into one). (There are several examples in Genesis 18 & 19, beginning with 18:16). I indicate this by placing the
corresponding English phrase in grey brackets:

[Take heed––take care for yourself]

In some trope systems (notably cantor Moshe Haschel in “Navigating the Bible II”) this is given a very distinctive melody—for which purpose extra
syllables fill out the musical phrase (as in “take care” in this example).  Haschel’s system also chants the trope munach as legarmeh more often than
other systems do.

I don’t write a single word of translation without first hearing the melody of the phrase in my mind, following one of two trope systems:
The one by Portnoy and Wolff (The Art of Cantillation) or the one by Joshua R. Jacobson (Chanting the Hebrew Bible).

I transcribe the name  as YHWH (in small caps). I almost always chant this as yud-hey-vav-hey, which I have discovered fits marvelously into
several of the trope melodies. But of course the leyner can choose to pronounce it as “God” or “Adonai”.

The English translations I mostly use (besides several scholarly commentaries) are the following:

Aryeh Kaplan, ‘The Living Torah’ (1981) (also my source for proper names & transliterations)
Richard Elliott Friedman, ‘The Bible With Sources Revealed’ (2003)
Everett Fox, ‘The Five Books of Moses’ (1997)
The Stone Edition ‘Tanach’ (1996)
JPS ‘Hebrew-English Tanach’, (2nd Ed. 2000), along with Orlinsky, ‘Notes on the New Translation of the Torah’ (1969)
Robert Alter, ‘The Five Books of Moses’ (2004)
Commentaries in the ‘Anchor Bible’ series
Rotherham, The Emphasized Bible (1902)
The Jerusalem Bible (1966) (also my source for topic headings)
The New King James Bible (1982)
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